Year 2 Curriculum Plan – Autumn 2019
Whale of a time!
English




Our Key Texts

Using the text ‘Sharing a Shell,’ the children will –
1. Identify nouns, verbs and adjectives to describe the
different characters
2. Punctuate sentences with capital letters and full
stops.
3. Use descriptive language to write a weather report
describing the storm.
4. Retell the story in their own words.
Amaze the reader about the wolrd’s largest animal… the Blue
Whale
1. Understand the features of non fiction
2. Research information about Whales using a range
of sources.
3. Hook the reader by using a variety of openers.

Sharing a Shell – Julia Donaldson
The Snail and the Whale – Julia Donaldson
The Storm Whale in Winter – Benji Davis



Science




Exploring materials and their properties to design and make
their own beach hut which will survive a storm.
Investigate matierals which could float and sink to design a
boat which will help rescue Noi from the storm.
Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials,
based on their properties.

Personal, Social and Health Education





Learn how to control feelings and emotions so that they can
identify how they’re feeling and maintain positive
relationships.
Learn how to develop and maintain healthy relationships
through role play, circle time and games.
Understand what bullying is and what to do if they see this
happening

Religious Education
Explore the question-Who is a Muslim and what do they believe?

Learn about Islamic symbols and their meanings

Discover Islamic traditions and religious practices
 Find out about their place of worship and how they celebrate
religious festivals.

Computing




Use stop frame animation to make their own rockpool movie
using their puppets made in DT.
Become weather reporters using the ‘green-screen’ software
to bring their writing to life.
Explore algorithms on the playground by becoming a robot for
the day, directing their friend around a course.







Explore the sounds of the sea and storms and recreate their
own music by using a range of different instruments.
Make junk instruments composing their own storm music.
Make, combine and control long, short, high and low sounds
using their voice for our performance.

Explore a day in the life of a Victorian child. Including taking
part in their school day, writing on slate tiles.
Compare a Victorian seaside holiday to todays.
Explore how seaside towns have changed over time and
organise on a timeline.

Physical Education

Gymnastics
Explore how to jump and balance in a variety of ways

Work in groups or pairs to peer evaluate their sequences
 Create a sequence of balances and jumps to recreate an
‘under the sea’ scene

Geography




Design and Technology





Design and create a 3D rockpool from our text ‘Sharing a
Shell’.
Explore different ways of joining materials to create their final
piece.
Drill holes and saw wood to create a rockpool puppet
creature.
Evaluate their final piece against their original design.

Understand the value of 2 digit numbers
Compare and order 2 digit numbers
Count to 100 forwards and backwards
Add and subtract efficiently using a range of practical
resources.
Begin to solve addition and subtraction facts within 20 in their
heads.

Ball Skills
Develop co-ordination in rolling, throwing and catching

Learn how to roll accurately in order to participate in a in
house game of human skittles

Use a range of different resources to self challenge

History


Music


Maths





Map out a whale’s journey across the World, naming all of the
oceans and continents
Use maps and aerial photographs to compare different
landscapes e.g. beaches, fields etc.
Explore different UK seaside towns and locate on a map.
What’s the same? What is different?

Art and Design





Study the artist Amira Gayle
Learn how to sketch shells which will be used to design clay
tiles
Experiment with colour mixing to recreate a seaside scene for
their clay tile.
Use a range of different tools to create a 3D clay tile with a
shell design.

